The University of Insurance was created in 2010 by the French Federation of Insurance Companies (FFSA) and by the Mutual Insurers association (GEMA). It aims to promote insurance and risk management culture among students, professionals and decision makers from all business sectors.

The University of Insurance is a network of higher education institutions and insurance companies. Its missions are:

- Creating and organising insurance excellence centres in academic and research institutions,
- Building bridges between the higher education and professional insurance worlds,
- Promoting innovation in teaching methods.

### Insurance Centres of Excellence: high-level, multidisciplinary training establishments

The insurance and reinsurance industry offers many career opportunities. To effectively meet businesses’ recruitment needs, the University of Insurance has created, throughout France, centres of excellence providing high-level insurance training in every area.

The multidisciplinary tuition provided in such Excellence Centres enables students to apply for every type of position relating to every professional aspect of insurance and risk management.

Fostering transversal and international expertise helps integrating students more fluidly into the professional world.

The many curricula on offer are designed to adapt to varied student profiles and needs: initial training, vocational training, certification, work-study sessions…

---

The University of Insurance provides multiple exchanges between higher education teachers and insurance professionals. These quality relationships enable a continuous adaptation of training programs in order to closely follow any changes in the insurance and reinsurance industry.

Constant exchanges between the schools and the industry are made easier by the active participation of insurance professionals to all aspects of the curricula, as well as by setting up regular meetings between representatives of the business world and the students.

In particular, the University of Insurance organizes a "Tour de France" for top insurance company executives, who visit the campuses, and during specific sessions, can pass on their professional enthusiasm to higher education students.

International exchanges have been set up: the industry encourages relationships and partnerships between academies and institutions of higher education around the world.

Finally, the University of Insurance organizes an annual "University of Insurance - Insurance Companies" conference that allows the Centres of Excellence teaching bodies to discuss the evolutions of business, of new skills as well as on the vocational training provisions in the industry with top companies executives.

---

Theoretical as well as practical courses of tuition promote a seamless integration of students into the professional world

The University of Insurance encourages educational innovation and research in the fields of insurance and risk management. In that way, it supports the industry’s current transformation towards wider international exchanges as well as the fast advent of digitization in all areas of the industry.

In order to encourage educational and research innovation, the teachers and lecturers work at developing and distributing widely a large number of new educational materials for use in the courses.

They work at improving e-learning tools and at developing approved certifications within the framework of France’s vocational training reform.

---

Insurance careers often start by chance, but are built on passion.

---

The University of Insurance is an association gathering:

- Higher education institutions,
- The French Federation of Insurance (FFA),
- Member insurance companies of FFA.

Follow University of Insurance news at [www.universite-assurance.org](http://www.universite-assurance.org)

Contact The University of Insurance at contact@universite-assurance.org
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